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QUESTION 1

Roberto\\'s company is releasing updates to a specific product. He needs to educate the company\\'s sales managers,
who are located in various international locations, about the new product updates. Which of the following methods would
be the most economical and efficient solution for Roberto to discuss the required information with the sales managers
synchronously? 

A. Send the product update blueprints via e-mail to each of the sales managers and ask them to contact him with any
questions. 

B. Schedule an in-person sales meeting with them at the company headquarters so that the updates can be
demonstrated and any questions answered with the entire group present. 

C. Schedule a Webinar with the sales managers so that the updates can be demonstrated and any questions answered
with the entire group. 

D. Post the product update blueprints on the company\\'s Web site and call each sales manager personally to discuss
their individual questions or concerns offline. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You are a computer technician supporting a small 15-computer Internet lab. The computers are regularly used to
browse the Internet and download files. Users have recently complained that they receive error messages saying the
hard disk is full or out of space. You suspect this is a result of a large amount of temporary Internet files. Which of the
following is a way to easily delete all the temporary Internet files? 

A. Disk cleanup 

B. fdisk command 

C. chkdsk command 

D. Disk defragmentation 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Marion is formatting a simple Web page. She has been asked to create headings before the first and third paragraphs.
To accomplish this most efficiently, which type of HTML elements should Marion use? 

A. Text-level elements 

B. Block quote elements 

C. Fixed-width font elements 

D. Paragraph-level elements 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

You are expecting a very important file from a co-worker in a remote office to be sent to you through e- mail. You finally
call the co-worker and tell him that you have not received the file. He informs you that he sent the file yesterday, but will
send it again immediately. After some time, you still have not received his e- mail message. You contact the Technical
Support department and ask them for help. After some investigation, Technical Support finds the e-mail from your
coworker with an attachment named salesnumbers.exe in the spam folder of your e-mail client. What is the most likely
reason that the e-mail message was filtered out? 

A. Messages from remote offices are blocked on internal e-mail. 

B. The attachment\\'s file size exceeds the size limits of the e-mail filter policy. 

C. File attachments with an .exe extension may contain malicious code. 

D. The file name of the attached file exceeds the file name length of the filter policy. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Katie developed her corporation\\'s intra net site using proprietary HTML language extensions based on the company\\'s
current browser. The company has recently updated its systems to include the use of a new browser. Now the intra net
site that Katie developed no longer renders its content consistently. What should Katie do to ensure that this site\\'s
content renders consistently regardless of the browser used? 

A. Revise the site to include workarounds and hacks for the new browser. 

B. Revise the site\\'s markup language in only those areas that are not rendering properly. 

C. Update the site using a single language standard consistently, such as HTML5 or XHTML. 

D. Update the site using the proprietary language extensions required by the new browser\\'s rendering engine. 

Correct Answer: C 
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